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1 Abstract
The paper presents the scope of research and repair work performed during the
eighty-year period of operating the dam at Lubach6w. In detail, we discuss the re-
sults of research work and the effects of the repairs performed to date on the basis
of this research, the repair work aimed at restoring the technical condition required
by the requisite regulations. We also present the range of the refurbishment work
begun in 1995.
2 Introduction
The dam at Lubachdw is damming the waters of the River Bystrzyca at km
74+100, closing a catchment area of A = 158 km: The objects accompanying the
dam include: a water power plant and a water intake. The dam, alongside with the
power plant, was built in 1912-1917. It is a gravitational dam, displaying the
maximum height of 44.0 m and the crest 230.5 m in length. The body of the dam,
29.0 m wide at the foot and 3.5 at the crest, was made of natural stone joined with
cement mortar. The outside area of the water side, up to the ordinate of 343.50 m
above sea level, was coated with a layer of cement mortar whereas above there is a
stone wall joined with cement mortar. The outside surface of the air-side was
joined with cement mortar. The dam creates a water reservoir totalling 8.0 million
m3 in volume. The general design solutions of the dam and its outlet installations
is presented in Figs. 1,2 and 3.
The outlet installations include:
Two bottom outlets d = 800 mm in diameter, closed from the upper and lower
water sides with hand-driven valve wedges, placed in 2.50 x 2.50 m tunnels,
31.0 m in length. The inlet to the bottom outlets is fitted with steel grates. At
the discharge of the bottom outlets, a calyx-shaped stilling basin is installed, of
which the water is discharged into the River Bystrzyca. The basic dimensions
and ordinates ofthe stilling basin are as follows:
- width at the dam 50.0 m,
- width at the discharge 10.0 m,
- length 16.0 m,
- thi·eshold height 2.5 m,
- stilling basin ordinate 310.0 m above sea level,
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- threshold ordinate at the inletinto the River Bystrzyca 312.5 m a.s.1.
- pipeline axis ordinate 313.7 m above sea level,
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Fig. 1: Situational plan of the dam
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Fig. 2: Characteristic cross-sections through the dam.
A. Cross-section through the spillway and the intermediary outlet
B. Cross-section through the left outlet
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Fig. 3: Spillway views
A. Upper water-side view
B. Cross-section
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. The archive materials preserved [3] imply that the dam, on the water side, was
sealed with a water-tight lining in the form of a two-layer plaster made of
mor·tar composed of cement, trass and sand, of the following proportions:
- the first layer 5 cm thick, immediately adjacent to the wall: 1:1/3:1;
- thesecond external layer 1.5 thick: 1:1/2:1.
The upper boundary ofthe water-tight lining is placed at the ordinate of 343.30 m
above sea level, but this does not refer to the shafts of the bottom outlets and the
power plant pipeline inlet, which were covered with plaster as high as the dam' s
crest. In order to let the filtration water out, tile water penetrating through the
water-tight layer, in the dam body, 1.50 m from the dam face, a 2.50 m-span
drainage system was built. The drainage is connected with a collector which lets
the drain water out into the bottom outlet shafts and then into the stilling basin.
The drive mechanisms ofthe wedges on the bottom outlet pipelines and the power
plant pipeline were covered with concrete walls, making a vertical shaft together
with the dam wall. Due to its bad technical condition, the left outlet shaft was
dismantled and the drive mechanism was supported on a steel bracket.
3 The scope of research work on the object
In the archive materials no documents were saved to judge on the course of opera-
tion or repairs performed until 1945. A certain picture of the dam' s behaviour can
be inferred from the results of the following measurements:
- displacements of two reference points placed on the dam and measured system-
atically since 1918;
- leakage measured in the bottom outlet shafts and reference wells located on the
right and left slopes ofthe valley.
After the war, the first information about the technical condition of the dam was a
statement by Dr S. Sokolowski, a geologist of the National Geological Institute, of
7m June, 1956. In these provisions, he states that...'due to lixiviation of the lime
component ofthe dam and a growth of its porosity, there is a lower water increase,
the water coming as leakage'... .The statement fails to locate the leakage spots or
determine the amount ofthe water leaking through.
More detailed investigations into the water-tight lining on the dam at Lubach6w
were performed by a research team managed by mgr int. Wadaw Kolek in 1984,
the outcome ofwhich is included in £3]. The research was done to determine the
degree ofwater-tight lining adhesion to the stone foundation ofthe dam. In conse-
quence, some areas were determined where the lining is not j oined to the structural
foundation. These areas were determined by the impulse-hammer method, con-
sisting of activating acoustic waves. The essence of this method resolves itself to
grasping at the difference in the frequency and timbre of an acoustic wave evoked
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by a stroke of a 0.50 kg hammer by the researcher. The investigations into the
water-tight lining ofthe dam imply the following:
- the greatest number ofthe areas where the lining does not stick to the structural
foundation occurs in the left part ofthe dam along a section ca. 90.0 m long;
- occasional and small lenticular zones of straying lining occur in the area of the
right dam wing;
- below the ordinate of 332.0 m above sea level (intermediary outlet threshold),
no areas were spotted where the water-tight lining would not stick to the foun-
dation;
- the waiting of the right bottom outlet and the walling of the power plant pipe-
line exhibit extensive gaps in the water4ight lining. Noticeably, the concrete
structure of the shafts displays a Very low compression strength under the
water-tight lining.
Moreover, during the research remarkable contamination of the inlet grates and
reservoir bowl sitting up were observed, due to the many years ofoperation.
A revision of the technical condition of the dam's structural elements was done in
1996 by the authors ofthis paper, to the following extent:
- damage to the water-tight lining ofthe dam's water-side wall around the shafts
ofthe drive devices ofthe outlets and the power plant pipeline;
- the technical condition of the bottom and intermediary outlet wedges plus those
ofthe power plant pipeline;
- the degree of silting up the bottom outlet inlets;
- the technical condition ofthe bottom outlet shafts and pipelines;
- compression strength of such structural elements of the dam as wedge shafts
from inside and outside, outlet pipeline shafts, water-tight lining.
The measurements performed yielded the following:
- down to the depth of 9.0 m below the water surface (ordinate 337.25 m above
sea level), there are numerous local gaps in the water-tight lining;
- on the dam wall, below 9.0 m from the water surface, no visible gaps in or
cracks ofthe water-tight lining were detected;
- between the right bottom angle and the power plant pipeline inlet there emerged
a groove 18 cm wide and 16 cm deep, along a section of 1.50 m in length;
- no sitting up of the bottom was revealed close to the bottom outlet grates; the
bottom is hardened;
- the bottom outlet grates and those at the inlet into the power plant pipeline are
stopped with leaves and small twigs;
- the metal parts of the wedges and drive mechanisms of the intermediary outlets
are covered with a hardened sediment, overgrowth and rust, but do not show
any visible damage. The wedge strings together with the rollers are well on site;
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- the technical condition of the wedges on the bottom outlets could not be deter-
mined due to a hindered access to them. The wedge strings are covered with a
hardened sediment, overgrowth and rust, but do not show any visible damage;
- due to a long action of water percolating through the shaft's concrete walling
where the d = 800 mm diameter bottom outlet pipelines were laid, there occur
numerous drip-stones, also in the form of stalactites and stalagmites. The con-
crete and the joints between the stone wall elements also exhibit damage within
the entire area. The occurring leakage is punctual and linear. However, no dam-
age to the structures due to their work- cracks and crazes- was noticed;
- the outer walls of the right bottom outlet wedge and those of the power plant
pipeline show a high degree of surface degradation, for both the structural con-
crete and the water-tight lining. The measurements of compression strength,
performed sclerometrically, done for the wallings of the power plant pipeline
and the right bottom outlet shafts, revealed their very low strength
(Re:,=3.95MPa). The concrete walling of the outlet pipeline shafts exhibits the
average strength of R =14.50 MPa.
4 The scope of repairs performed on the object to date
After World War II, the following repair works were performed:
1. In 1956-1957 twenty cement injections were made in the right wing ofthe dam
and seventeen in the left wing. Following the cementation, the flow of the fil-
tration water out of the well on the left slope vanished. There were still slight
outflows in the middle part ofthe dam and an efflux from the right slope well.
2. In 1957, regardless of the cementing works, also the water-tight lining gaps on
the water-side wall were filled.
3. In 1960-1961 another repair was performed, at the reservoir emptied. The range
of the repair was as follows:
- partial removal ofthe destroyed lining and putting up a new one;
- wall-joining on the air-side wall and in the upper parts of the water-side
walls;
- demolition of the left bottom outlet wedge shaft and building a new
supporting structure ofthe wedge drive;
- replacement of the grates at the inlets into the pipelines;
- repair of the load-bearing structure and drives on the dam crest;
- maintenance ofthe outlet pipelines.
4. In 1969 a T-pipe was mounted on the power plant pipeline, which made it pos-
sible to take water for municipal purposes.
5. In 1970 the air-side wall joints were performed.
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6. In 1977-1988 research and cementing work on the dam was performed. The
cementation covered the contact area, de foundation and, partially, the dam
body on its wings.
7. In 1995-1996 air-side wall joints and a crest repair were performed.
5 Technical condition assessment
The research work done on the object and the performed analysis of tile technical
condition of the dam's particular structural elements and technical fittings imply
the following:
. The over-water part of the water-side dam wall above the ordinate 343.50 m
above sea level is made up by a stone wall joined with cement mortar. The
joints are in a bad technical condition as they exhibit numerous cracks and ex-
tensive gaps in the mortar. Left as they are, they will rapidly deteriorate and,
subsequently, the strength parameters of the dam body will drop.
. The water-tight lining ofthe dam's water-side wall, especially that occurring in
the water level fluctuation zone - up to the ordinate 343.50 m is in an
extremely bad technical condition. The lining surface shows plentiful gaps or a
very weak adhesion to the stone wall foundation elsewhere. Under the present
circumstances, the water-tight lining ceased to fulfil its primary function, which
is to protect the dam's body from the destructive effect of water in variable
atmospheric conditions. Such a state brings about a direct and permanent water
impact on the stone-concrete dam body, which in consequence contributes to its
lost of tightness and increases water filtration.
. On the dam wall below the ordinate 332.00 m above sea level, no visible exten-
sive gaps in or cracks of the water-tight lining. There occur small, confined,
cracks and grooves which should be made fast.
. The waiting of the right bottom outlet and that of the power plant pipeline are in
a very bad technical condition. The surface concrete layer, the thickness of
which locally reaches 15 cm, is highly corroded and the sclerometric tests
exclude it from any class (classless concrete). The water-tight lining of the
shafts is highly destroyed and presently does not make a protection from the de-
structive water effect on the structural concrete. For these reasons, during the
repair work performed in 1960-1961, the shaft of the left bottom outlet was
dismantled. It is necessary to immediately reconstruct these shafts since their
technical condition results in a major threat and might lead to their immediate
destruction.
. Due to the longdasting effect of water percolating through the shaft's concrete
waiting, there occur numerous drip-stones in the form of stalactites. The entire
area exli ibits concrete surface damage mani festing itself as cracks, local gaps
and local moistening.
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· The wedge and power plant pipeline drives and closures are covered with a
hardened sediment, rust and overgrowth, but do not show visible defects. Such
a condition hinders their appropriate and safe operation because one cannot
exclude the Closures getting stuck while being opened or closed. This particu-
larly refers to the wedges and bottom outlet drive devices, which have so far
been opened very rarely. Moreover, the wedges on the bottom outlets are driven
manually, which limits their functionality. It is recommendable that they be
powered electrically, like the intermediary wedges.
The repair works accomplished on the object after 1945, and especially the
cementing, contributed to a considerable improvements of the dam's technical
condition and the restoration of the dam body static-strength parameters required
by the requisite regulations. Since 1995 repair works have been carried on to re-
store the object's desired technical efficiency.
6 Scope of repair work to be done
The current technical condition of the dam' s structural elements and technical in-
stallations requires further repair works to be accomplished in the following order:
Protection ofthe dam's water-side wall.
. Repair ofthe shafts on the right bottom outlet and the power plant pipeline and,
conceivably, the reconstruction ofthe left bottom outlet shaft.
. Maintenance of the intermediary outlet wedges and drives.
. Repair and maintenance of the wedges and drives on the bottom outlets and the
power plant pipeline, including a replacement of the manual drives for electrical
ones.
. Repair of the shaft with bottom outlet piping and a replacement of the wedge
manual drives for electrical ones.
The technical soJutions referring to the repair scope detailed above, contained in
paper [6], envisage that the materials used for repairing the dam' s water-side wall,
shaft wallings, the shafts with the bottom piping and the metal parts of the wedges
and drives are compelled to meet the respectively high technical requirements.
The materials available in the domestic market fail to meet these requirements,
following which the technical solutions for protecting the dam's structural ele-
ments and its devices have been based on materials offered by foreign companies
having their sales representatives in Poland, notably: Sika Poland, Deitermann
Polska, Schomburg Polska.
The repair work performed with the use of materials offered by the companies
mentioned above should be performed according to the their application tech-
nology included in the material spec charts and on the basis of recipes arrived at
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following lab studies to obtain the technical parameters required by the norms in
force.
Tentatively, the cost of the repair including the scope given above might amount
to 520,000.00 PLN in current prices.
7 Final remarks
1. The repair works performed on the object so far, especially the cementing, re-
markably improved the technical condition of the dam and contributed to
restoring the static-strength parameters of the dam's body, required by the
regulations in force.
2. The present technical condition of the dam's particular structural elements and
the technical equipment - water-tight lining, drives and closures - is bad.
Should this condition be kept further on, there is a threat of accelerated degra-
dation of the object and, in consequence, a lowering of the dam body strength
parameters. For this reason, since 1995 a repair of these elements has been
carried on.
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